SEXUAL DECADENCE
AND THE END OF MAN
Demonic influence, addictions hell bound defiance and Biblical Prophecy

What was…is meant to be a great pleasure and holds the power of procreation can and has become an exploitive trade of dark perversion. What God has created as good has been misused, degraded and can even be a doorway to transfer demonic presence. Sex is good, should be good! but it can become a hell bound addiction that degrades human beings and enslaves a person to a life of empty shame.
Sex sales? Really now…who gets the profits? Who loses and how does this gift of God get turned into a hell bound dark perversion. The exploitation of human sexuality can grant to some millions, mansions and decadence, all of which walks on the backs of those who have been (are) subjugated to horror, shame and pain.

AUDIO MINI CAST OVERVIEW

MONDAY JUNE 6TH SHATTER LIVE RADIO BROADCAST 6PM
THE DESTRUCTION OF THE GIFT OF GOD: What sin and satan has, does and will do to this sacred gift of God. The satanic agenda, sexual decadence, bondage and the end of day’s hell bound stronghold of sexual decadence. Human trafficking!

TUESDAY JUNE 7TH SHATTER LIVE RADIO BROADCAST 6PM
PSYCHO - BIOLOGICAL ‘PATTERNS’ OF SEXUAL EXPRESSION: What does the mind brain connection to sexual development have to do with addictions/perversion? De-patterning destructive addictive perversion….do you want out?

WEDNESDAY JUNE 8TH SHATTER LIVE RADIO BROADCAST 6PM
OCCULT AND DEMONIC USE OF SEXUAL DECADENCE: Why do the demons seek human sexuality? Sex rituals in occult/satanic practice and the transference of demons

THURSDAY JUNE 9TH SHATTER LIVE RADIO BROADCAST 6PM
ASTRAL – PSYCHIC SEXUAL ATTACK: Rape in the second degree? How sexual attack occurs in ‘sleep paralysis’ and in predatory dark spiritual practices

FRIDAY JUNE 10TH SHATTER LIVE RADIO BROADCAST 6PM
BREAKING FREE FROM HELL BOUND ADDICTIONS: The power and compassion of Jesus Christ. Forgiveness, freedom, healing and the restoration of your sex life….your life.

This live radio broadcast series will be added to an upgraded version of the conference course SEXUAL DECADENCE AND THE END OF MAN. There were be over 20 hours of mp3/sessions
Please see www.shatterthedarkness.net later this week for the new full series.
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MONDAY JUNE 6TH SHATTER LIVE RADIO BROADCAST 6PM
THE DESTRUCTION OF THE GIFT OF GOD: What sin and satan has, does and will do to this sacred gift of God. The satanic agenda, sexual decadence, bondage and the end of day’s hell bound stronghold of sexual decadence. Human trafficking!

Introduction
News update
Shatter update

A. THIS WAS THE GIFT OF GOD!

1. Don’t let anyone fool you
2. God and Sex
3. The power of pleasure and procreation

B. THIS HAS BECOME THE ARENA FOR SIN, SHAME AND PAIN

1. Corrupted heart corrupted life
2. Corrupted sexuality

C. GENESIS SIX AND THE BOTTOM OF THE BARREL OF SEXUALITY

1. Evil and sexual infection
2. Radical evil and sexual genetics
3. The flood: salvation of humanity and human sexuality

D. THIS IS AND WILL BE PART OF A HELL BOUND AGENDA

1. The genesis 6 revelation….could this wipe out humanity?
2. OT seduction of Israel
3. The Spirit of God reveals
   a) The satanic plot to dirty the conscience and the world
   b) The revelation of hell bound addiction
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TUESDAY JUNE 7TH SHATTER LIVE RADIO BROADCAST 6PM
PSYCHO - BIOLOGICAL ‘PATTERNS’ OF SEXUAL EXPRESSION: What does the mind brain connection to sexual development have to do with addictions/perversion? De-patterning destructive addictive perversion….do you want out?

Introduction
News update
Shatter update

A. SEX ON THE BRAIN

  1. What you think does effect you

B. SEX IN THE BIO…CHEMICAL (AROUSAL) THE GOOD AND THE BAD

  1. What starts it?
  2. Can you stop it?
  3. When you should

C. SEXUAL IMPRINTS AND PATTERNS

  1. Your first experiences
  2. Your pattern or drive…good or bad

D. BREAKING DESTRUCTIVE SEXUAL PATTERNS

  1. Are there real destructive sexual patterns?
  2. Recognizing them
  3. Breaking free

Your train on what tracts
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WEDNESDAY JUNE 8TH SHATTER LIVE RADIO BROADCAST 6PM
OCCULT AND DEMONIC USE OF SEXUAL DECADENCE: Why do the demons seek human sexuality? Sex rituals in occult/satanic practice and the transference of demons

Introduction
News update
Shatter update

A. WHAT DOES THE DEVIL WANT WITH YOUR SEXUALITY?

1.

Virginity is not a virtue in hell

B. OCCULT ROOTS OF SEXUAL DECADENCE

1.
2.
3.
4.

C. DEMONIC POSSESSION, USE AND TRANSFERENCE IN DEVIANT SEX

1. Demons sex, sin and temptation
2. Demons sex, sin and attachments
3. Demons sex, sin and doorway to this side….inside
4. Demons sex and transference
5. Demons sex and criminal acts
6. Demons sex sin and money
7. Demons sex sin and power
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THURSDAY JUNE 9TH SHATTER LIVE RADIO BROADCAST 6PM
ASTRAL – PSYCHIC SEXUAL ATTACK: Rape in the second degree? How sexual
attack occurs in ‘sleep paralysis’ and in predatory dark spiritual practices

Introduction
News update
Shatter update

A. SEXUAL RAPE BY DEMONIC SPIRITS

1. Examples

B. SEXUAL RAPE BY DEMONIZED HUMANS IN OCCULT PRACTICES

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

C. HOW TO GET RID OF BOTH!

1. Has it happened? Victims or not?
2. When it happens?
3. Taking your stand
4. In the Name of Jesus
5. Purity of freedom in Christ
6. Closing all doors
7. Attacking the attackers
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FRIDAY JUNE 10TH SHATTER LIVE RADIO BROADCAST 6PM
BREAKING FREE FROM HELL BOUND ADDICTIONS: The power and compassion of Jesus Christ. Forgiveness, freedom, healing and the restoration of your sex life....your life.

Introduction
News update
Shatter update

A. SEX IS GOOD! RIGHT AND CAN BE AWESOME

B. BREAKING FREE FROM HELL BOUND ADDICTIONS

1. Forgiveness
2. Freedom
3. Healing
4. Restoration
5. Staying free

C. DESTROYING THE DESTROYER AND FREEING THE CAPTIVES

1. Fighting sexual decadence around you
2. Fighting sexual abusers
3. Fighting a sexual decadent culture
4. The power of sexual purity as right and good

Resources?

WORD OF HOPE FOR TODAY-